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Abstract: Public law affects contemporary life by imposing various regulations that apply in 3D
space. However, such restrictions are either literally described in legal documents or presented on a
horizontal plane, resulting in ambiguities, especially in the case of vertically overlapping restrictions
with a significant impact on land management. This paper investigates public law restrictions (PLR)
applying to 3D space and their management within a 3D cadastral context. Within this framework,
a case study is examined in Greece concerning the establishment of a subway station, focusing on
public utilities, archaeological legislation, and building regulations. Relative legal documentation is
compiled and mapped in a 3D PLR model, presenting inefficiencies and malfunctions that can be
resolved if PLRs are addressed within a 3D cadastral context. Stipulations implying restrictions in 3D
space within current legislation are presented, along with the restrictions deriving from the absolute
character of ownership right, thus highlighting the significance of 3D definition, modeling and
recording of PLRs.
Keywords: PLR; RRR; 3D Cadastre; legal framework

1. Introduction
The rapid expansion in urban areas over the years forced the vertical exploitation of real property,
both for accommodation purposes and to respond to emerging public needs related to the amenities
required by modern societies [1,2]. Technological advances in the field of construction address such
needs, through the development of complex, overlapping, and interlocking structures. Furthermore,
the development of surveying techniques as well as of information and computer technology provides
the means for high-accuracy 3D data acquisition, modeling, and management. Research has extended
to 3D/4D and even 5D representations, which is also available in the literature [3,4], taking into account
aspects such as time and scale.
The exploitation of real property is regulated by national legal frameworks, based on Roman
principles of real property, specifically regulated to address overlapping private and public rights.
Public law restrictions (PLR) significantly impact contemporary life [5]. The 3D aspects of PLRs related
to mineral activities, archaeology, environment, civil aviation, urban planning, building regulations,
and utilities are presented in [6]. Despite the steadily growing effect of legal regulations applying to 3D
space, the interest of legal professionals in 3D Cadastre issues remains limited [7,8]. Legal professionals’
lack of interest mainly derives from: (a) the existence, until recently, of limited cases that would
require a 3D cadastral approach; (b) the use of limited real rights and condominium concepts
or; (c) the establishment of specific legislation to regulate large-scale underground infrastructures.
This results in considerable complexities regarding land management and structural activities,
thereby leading to costly and time-consuming judicial procedures. It can be concluded that the
legislative regulation of subsoil is required in order to address emerging conflicts [9].
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Taking into account technological abilities in 3D modeling and management, the variety
of PLRs on land can be modelled to benefit the public, professionals and land administrators.
Combined with advances in the field of web geographic information systems (GIS), high-quality
3D objects’ visualization and management in web-based platforms can be provided. Within the
field of 3D Cadastre, [10] a web-based 3D visualization prototype for both legal and physical 3D
real property objects’ space has been developed. The documentation and management of PLRs is
becoming a complex issue, as they are defined by various legal documents, which also need to apply
to specific volumes of space, dividing the absolute character of ownership rights, which is not familiar
to traditional legal thinking. Efficient modeling and visualizing of PLRs can only be achieved if
operating in combination with cadastral systems in a multipurpose approach, contributing to land
administration, decision-making, and development. To this aim, [11] proposed the 3D Cadastral
Domain Model (3DCDM), providing “a framework to identify 3D Cadastre and clarify its scope”.
Research interest in 3D PLRs mostly focuses on specific fields, e.g., utility networks. The legal,
organizational, and technical implications of 3D and 4D Cadastres, focusing on utility networks in
three countries, are examined in [12], while [13] presents a 4D Cadastre prototype implemented on
a case study in the Netherlands. In [14], the implementation of the first 3D cadastral registration of
multi-surface real property rights in the Netherlands to a multi-surface complex, including a railway
station, municipal offices, underground parking and commercial uses, based on existing legal and
cadastral framework, is presented. Considering cases of underground infrastructure, [15] propose a
3D underground cadastral data model, specialized in Korean legal framework, based on the Land
Administration Domain Model (LADM). Themed cadastres recording specific types of PLRs are
established in many countries, particularly in Europe [16]. However, such repositories are 2D based,
not interrelated with centralized cadastral systems, nor with other relative databases. Therefore,
the full extent of applying restrictions, even on surface parcels, cannot be depicted. In Switzerland,
the establishment of a PLR Cadastre, recording 17 types of restrictions classified in 8 fields, has been in
progress since 2014, while already operating in 8 pilot cantons [17]. The possibility of introducing a 3D
PLR Cadastre in the canton of Geneva in Switzerland, featuring emerging legal and technical obstacles
required to be accommodated for the implementation of such a transition, is investigated in [18].
Emerging Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology provides for semantically rich and
detailed 3D building models. Combining this with 3D GIS that enable the establishment of 3D
spatial relations and querying, can contribute to 3D Cadastre purposes, especially in the field of PLR
management as presented in [19].
This paper continues the research work that was presented at the 5th International Workshop on
3D Cadastres [6], further examining the range of PLRs with 3D aspects that have an impact on real
property. Within this context, the 3D nature of specific PLRs is presented, as well as their interrelation
to legal and cadastral framework, highlighting resulting deficiencies on land management. This paper
explores overlapping PLRs deriving from construction restrictions, archaeology, and public utilities
legislation that apply to an area of the city of Thessaloniki in Greece. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 sets the legal background of PLRs in Greece, starting from general stipulations by the Greek
Constitution, archaeological legislation, as well as legislation on public utilities. Analysis focuses on the
legal framework regulating the development of Thessaloniki’s subway in order to create the 3D model
of associated PLRs, based on their descriptive legal documentation. Section 3 presents the results of
the implementation of 3D related PLRs on the examined case study. In Section 4, different types of
PLRs and their association with 3D cadastral concepts are discussed and analyzed, in the light of case
study’s results. Issues of further research are also discussed in this section. The paper ends with some
concluding remarks on the deficiencies on land administration due to the lack of 3D PLRs and the
benefits of implementing such a concept (Section 5).
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2. Materials and Methods
In this section, 3D PLRs derived from archaeological regulations, public utilities’ regulations,
and building regulations that apply in Greece are presented and analyzed, depicting the need of
stratification of rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs). The above-mentioned 3D PLRs are
modelled in 3D to a case study regarding the establishment of Thessaloniki’s city subway line. In order
to model in 3D these PLRs, Autodesk AutoCAD software version N.52.0.0 [20] has been used. The 3D
model generated depicts 3D real property stratification of the examined PLRs, which is further
compared to the models of existing repositories, in order to present deficiencies and malfunctions that
need to be addressed by 3D Cadastre legislation.
2.1. Legal Framework
This subsection sets the legislative background in Greece, by presenting the basic characteristics
pertaining to Greek legislation on Archaeology, public utilities and infrastructures, as well as building
regulations. Section 2.2 presents relative legal documentation and “transforms” descriptive legal
stipulations to 3D volumes of rights and restrictions.
2.1.1. Constitutional Regulations
The Greek Constitution explicitly provides for the protection of property (Art. 17, par. 1), while in
the case of duly proven public benefit, property can be deprived from its owner under compensation
(par. 2). However, works of evident public utility serving public benefit, e.g., “digging of underground
tunnels at appropriate depth”, may be allowed by law without compensation “on condition that
normal exploitation of the property situated above shall not be hindered” (par. 7). Ownership and
disposal of, inter alia, mines, quarries, archaeological sites and underground resources is stipulated to
be regulated by special laws (Art. 18, par. 1). Par. 4 also allows for other “necessary deprivation of free
use and enjoyment of property”, under special circumstances, which will be provided by law.
On the other hand, Art. 24 (par. 6) sets monuments, historic areas and elements under protection
of the State stipulating that “a law shall provide for measures restrictive of private ownership . . . as
well as the manner and the kind of compensation payable to the owners”.
2.1.2. Archaeological Legislation
The protection of cultural heritage is a field of public law that applies to 3D space, as it is
related to the protection of underground and maritime antiquities. Thus, it is strongly related to 3D
Cadastre, as stratification of real property or the application of 3D restrictions on real property facilitate
archaeological research, as well as underground antiquities’ protection and management. 3D aspects
of cultural heritage protection have been considered, yet since 1956, UNESCO’s Recommendations
on International Principles Applicable to Archaeological Excavations has recommended that each
member state should “Define the legal status of the archaeological sub-soil and, where State ownership
of the said sub-soil is recognized, specifically mention the fact in its legislation”.
In Greece, a dense legal fabric has been woven over the years for the protection of archaeological
sites and monuments. Archaeological legislation in Greece does not provide for 3D restrictions or
responsibilities on real property. However, even in the case that archaeological restrictions apply in
height or depth, real property stratification does not take place, as involved parcels are expropriated.
In this subsection, characteristic archaeological legislation implying 3D aspects is presented.
Law 3028/2002 constitutes the cornerstone of Greek archaeological legislation, combining
regulations established by legislation dating from 1893 and adjusting it to the socioeconomic and
cultural environment of modern Greece [21]. It stipulates restrictions on the exploitation of mines and
quarries, restrictions on activities that may destroy or damage monuments (Art. 10), and imposes
regulations on agricultural, farming and building activities (Art. 13) under relative Ministerial Orders.
Article 14 forbids structural activities in settlements within archaeological sites without a license
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issued under Ministerial Order. Furthermore, it stipulates special regulations regarding ownership
restrictions, building and land use, building regulations and permitted activities (par. 6). It also
provides for temporary deprivation, use restrictions or even expropriation of real property under
compensation to the landowners (Art. 19).
Law 2833/2000 allows for the expropriation or establishment of rights in rem by purpose of
public benefit on necessary real property in order to facilitate constructions aiming to unify Athens
archaeological sites (Art. 4). Although this law focuses on the city of Athens, considering city’s
dense population along with its rich archaeological background, it greatly impacts Athens’s vertical
expansion and intensifies the need of real property stratification and management.
The Decree of 29 July 1999 (Official Gazette D’/580) provides for special restrictions on historic
buildings or on their neighboring buildings to ensure their protection and promotion. No reference on
the type of these restrictions is made. The exception is the provision of transfer of built surface ratio in
the case that existing restrictions inhibit its complete exploitation.
Law 5351/1932 sets a zone of 500 m around ancient monuments where mining is forbidden
without license issued by the Ministry of Culture and Sports. Establishment of this zone does not
directly constitute 3D restriction on real property; however, it is based both on monuments’ protection
from mining activities and on the protection of other ancient antiquities that may be traced within this
region’s subsoil.
2.1.3. Legislation on Public Utilities
General stipulations on the establishment of public utilities can be traced in the Greek Civil Code
(Art. 1031), providing for the establishment of aerial or underground rights of way. Articles 1126
and 1127 define, respectively, the servitude of preserving structures situated on servient parcel and
the servitude of preserving structures on another structure that is situated on a servient parcel.
The performance of specialized construction works of significant importance is regulated by specific
legislation to facilitate projects’ implementation, to deviate from special clauses and to secure
concessionaires’ established rights [22]. An adaptation of Law 3389/2005 addresses issues requiring
ratification of concession agreements by law, therefore such ratification is no longer necessary.
The establishment of utility servitudes for underground networks such as cables and pipelines is
separate from utilities, as utilities are installed deeper and require more extensive construction works,
e.g., subway lines. The former are regulated through Joint Ministerial Decision 725/23 (Official Gazette
5/B’/05 January2012), while the latter are established under individual laws, as mentioned above,
also regulating procedures related to the discovery of archaeological findings during construction
works. To facilitate the construction of utilities while also ensuring monuments’ preservation,
Law 4072/2012 provides for agreement between the Ministry of Culture and Sports and bodies
undertaking construction works to a memorandum of understanding on archaeological research and
excavations, while an individual interministerial committee has been established, addressing conflicts
during the
construction of infrastructure.
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Figure 1. Documentation submitted for granting rights of way for public utilities. (a) Typical cross

Figure 1.section;
Documentation
for
rights of way for public utilities. (a) Typical cross
(b) location ofsubmitted
network lines
ongranting
drawing [23].
section; (b) location of network lines on drawing [23].
2.1.4. Building Regulations
Building regulations stipulate allowed building height, depending on land parcel’s location and
area, as well as the building’s intended use, thus defining the permitted building volume. Given the
need to reduce energy consumption, building codes also define regulations regarding buildings’
lighting, ventilation, and solar exposure pertaining to 3D aspects, and are influenced by
constructions on 3D space, e.g., the shadow cast by a building onto neighboring buildings. Such
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Figure 1 presents extracts from municipal granting of right of way for telecommunications
network. The issuing of such a grant requires that agencies responsible for each network submit
a drawing or extract of city/master plan, indicating the network’s planned location (defining the
position of ditches, drains or aerial networks by their street address and network’s height or depth),
along with typical cross sections (Joint Ministerial Decision 725/23).
2.1.4. Building Regulations
Building regulations stipulate allowed building height, depending on land parcel’s location and
area, as well as the building’s intended use, thus defining the permitted building volume. Given the
need to reduce energy consumption, building codes also define regulations regarding buildings’
lighting, ventilation, and solar exposure pertaining to 3D aspects, and are influenced by constructions
on 3D space, e.g., the shadow cast by a building onto neighboring buildings. Such regulations,
combined with energy requirements of already built constructions, can also be used to export buildings’
energy demands in urban areas, which can be further exploited within urban planning regulations.
Additionally, where urban landscape protection is required, specific building regulations apply to
protect traditional architectural characteristics of buildings, e.g., facades or interior design [6].
2.2. Study Area
The above-mentioned legislative framework of PLRs is examined through a case study in the
city of Thessaloniki in Northern Greece. Thessaloniki bears a longstanding history, established by
315 B.C. Due to the significance of its Paleochristian and Byzantine monuments it has been placed on
UNESCO’s World Heritage list since 1988 [24]. Thessaloniki’s archaeological and historical significance,
along with its leading character in the region of Macedonia in Northern Greece, result in the need for
stratified land exploitation, especially in the field of construction projects.
To protect archaeological antiquities, subway tunnels were designed to be constructed at a depth
of 14–31 m, while according to the archaeological report that was compiled, three stations have
been characterized as being of “high archaeological risk” and other three of “medium archaeological
risk” [25], as presented in Figure 2. However, Thessaloniki’s long-standing history does not ensure
that no other archaeological findings would be found within the rest parts of designated subway
line. Construction works started in 2006 and are expected to be completed by 2020, while the
discovery of significant archaeological findings has resulted in delays to the project’s completion due
to administrative and judicial procedures by the government, municipal authorities, archaeologists
ISPRS
Int. J. Geo-Inf.
2017, 6, archaeological
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2.2.1. Legislation on the Establishment of the Subway Line
The establishment of Thessaloniki’s subway line is regulated by Law 2714/1999, which
constitutes the concession contract between the Greek State and the concessionaire company. The
aforementioned concession contract was not put into force and it was decided that the whole project
be implemented in the form of public infrastructure. However, its regulations are exploited within
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2.2.1. Legislation on the Establishment of the Subway Line
The establishment of Thessaloniki’s subway line is regulated by Law 2714/1999, which constitutes
the concession contract between the Greek State and the concessionaire company. The aforementioned
concession contract was not put into force and it was decided that the whole project be implemented
in the form of public infrastructure. However, its regulations are exploited within this work as the
project’s implementation followed similar requirements.
Article 5 of this concession defines real property rights during the concession period. Specifically,
the Greek state grants “the right of exclusive use and possession of the totality of surface and
underground spaces with adequate access thereto . . . ”, while it is also obliged not to encumber
such real property by rights of any nature that may affect, limit or infringe the concessionaire’s rights
on the subway’s construction, access or maintenance. In case of private real estate properties that are
necessary for the carrying out of the subway’s construction, the law provides for their expropriation
at the expense of the Greek state (Art. 5, par. 2, indent 2). Indent 4 regulates rights relating to
the boring of underground tunnels. It allows for executing related works without compensation of
surface properties, “provided that the current use of subject properties is not affected by such boring”,
while the state guarantees that all parties that have rights on surface parcels are obliged to permit
and withstand the boring of underground tunnels and of “any work or annoyance necessary for their
construction, use, repair and maintenance”.
Article 11 of the Law 2714/1999 also provides for antiquities and the protection of cultural heritage.
However, regulations mainly focus on compensation issues, as well as on changes in workflow
to facilitate archaeological research and not on imposing, stratified or even planar, restrictions or
responsibilities on affected real property. During construction works, the ruins of an old Christian
basilica were traced, Figure 3a, which has halted construction in order for the necessary archaeological
excavations to be performed. Finally the station has been redesigned in order to preserve the basilica
after the decision for its preservation in situ was made by the Central Archaeological Council.
The existence of public utilities hindering subway construction works is regulated in Article 19,
which stipulates that the service responsible for pipes or network of pipes that hinder construction
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 182
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study blocks [28].

2.2.2. Building Regulations
2.2.2. Building Regulations
There has been a significant amount of legal documentation regulating constructions over the
There has been a significant amount of legal documentation regulating constructions over the
years. This complicates access to building regulations, as their availability depends on the level of
years. This complicates access to building regulations, as their availability depends on the level of each
each municipality’s spatial data infrastructure.
municipality’s spatial data infrastructure.
Within this work, access to building regulations was facilitated by Thessaloniki’s municipal
Within this work, access to building regulations was facilitated by Thessaloniki’s municipal
geoportal that provides detailed inventory of building regulations applying to city’s building
geoportal that provides detailed inventory of building regulations applying to city’s building parcels,
parcels, also referring to relative legal documentation and amendments. Related legal documents
include the Presidential Decree defining built-surface ratio, the building codes of 1973 and 1985, and
the new building code of 2012, defining building maximum height, and more than 10 town planning
decrees regulating land use, land parcels’ geometry and size, declaration of historic buildings, etc. In
order not to disclose personal data, land parcellation, as well as existing buildings’ footprints, were
retrieved as presented in the Geographical Information portal of the Thessaloniki municipality.
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also referring to relative legal documentation and amendments. Related legal documents include the
Presidential Decree defining built-surface ratio, the building codes of 1973 and 1985, and the new
building code of 2012, defining building maximum height, and more than 10 town planning decrees
regulating land use, land parcels’ geometry and size, declaration of historic buildings, etc. In order not
to disclose personal data, land parcellation, as well as existing buildings’ footprints, were retrieved as
presented in the Geographical Information portal of the Thessaloniki municipality.
2.2.3. Drawings and Basemaps
Apart from literal legal stipulations, the following drawings and basemaps of the case study area
were used to model relative PLRs in 3D:

•
•

Longitudinal section drawing of subway station, provided by Attiko Metro S.A. (Athens, Greece)
(Figure 4).
Base maps of Thessaloniki presenting land use and building regulations on each building parcel
in the Hellenic Geodetic Reference System (HGRS87), available at the repository of Greek
government agencies’ databases [29] and the geoportal of the Thessaloniki municipality [28]
(Figure 3b).

Apart from the above, it needs to be noted that the Hellenic Cadastre only records 2D land
parcellation, buildings’ footprints and servitude zones of passage as projections in the horizontal
plane, while there is no provision of either underground or aboveground infrastructures, nor of public
law restrictions (PLRs). Therefore, there can be no geographical or topological interrelation between
cadastral land parcels, (legal/non-materialized) PLR 3D volumes, and physical 3D infrastructure and
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clarifies the relations between different objects and of the rights establishing each object, but also allows
object, but also allows for a concise, clear and complete presentation of their internal relations with
for a concise, clear and complete presentation of their internal relations with the rest of the restrictions
the rest of the restrictions imposed by public law in the examined area. Findings of the preceding
imposed by public law in the examined area. Findings of the preceding analysis are the following:
analysis are the following:

3. Results
Based on the above documentation the 3D model of PLR volumes has been generated, as
presented in Figure 5. 3D modeling of the subway station, the subway line, and legal building
volumes not only clarifies the relations between different objects and of the rights establishing each
object, but also allows for a concise, clear and complete presentation of their internal relations with
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•

•

As mentioned above, current legislation cannot address complex situations of overlapping
RRRs, given both the absolute character of the right of ownership and legal concentration on
land parcels as 2D entities. This is also clear within the examined case study, as protection of the
archaeological findings traced within the course of the subway line resulted in a long juridical
dispute which has also led to delay in the project’s completion.
Current recording of archaeological PLRs mostly focuses on monuments or places of
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As mentioned above, current legislation cannot address complex situations of overlapping RRRs,
given both the absolute character of the right of ownership and legal concentration on land parcels
as 2D entities. This is also clear within the examined case study, as protection of the archaeological
findings traced within the course of the subway line resulted in a long juridical dispute which has
also led to delay in the project’s completion.
Current recording of archaeological PLRs mostly focuses on monuments or places of
archaeological interest and not on the restrictions that are imposed on land. Even when such
provision exists, it is limited to restrictions in the horizontal plane. In the examined case study,
the combination of the archaeological reports on the designated subway route with establishment
of 3D archaeological protection zones would accelerate the resolving of differences regarding
preservation in situ, burial, or the relocation of monuments.
3D modeling of PLRs required the compilation of a variety of legal and cartographic
documentation not available from a single source. Furthermore, given the significant number
of legal amendments, tracing all legal documents related to a specific PLR or to a specific PLR
applying to a specific region can become a difficult task.
The implementation of 3D PLR models allows for the detailed representation of the legal
space where each PLR applies, which contributes to non-ambiguous presentation of rights on
land. Results of the 3D model of the examined case study, in contrast to existing cartographic
documentation (Figure 6), clearly present differences in the delimitation of each real property,
occupied 3D space by physical objects or 3D space encumbered by legal regulations. It needs to be
noted that Greek subways are mainly established below state, municipal, or common use space,
otherwise the involved, privately owned land parcels are expropriated by the state. Therefore,
the whole process is facilitated as it is not affected by complications deriving from co-ownership
of land parcels or limited real rights that may be imposed on land. It is evident that efficiency of
3D models would be significantly increased if combined with 3D subdivision or the encumbering
of real property.

4. Discussion
In this section, legal areas previously examined are discussed. Deficiencies in land management
that relate to PLRs with vertical aspects, as derived by the current legal and cadastral framework,
are presented, along with options that 3D PLRs may provide.
4.1. Constitutional Regulations

•

•

•

Constitutional stipulations on the protection of ownership need to be brought in line with
stipulations concerning the exploitation of mines, quarries, underground resources, archaeological
sites and monuments. The Greek Constitution sets the criterion of public benefit to either deprive
privately owned land, or to oblige parcel owners to withstand boring activities that do not inhibit
normal exploitation of surface parcel real property. Legislation on establishment of infrastructures,
as well as Greek Civil Code, are in accord with constitutional stipulations. However, there is
no specific definition of “normal exploitation” of real property. When the exploitation of a real
property over a public utility needs to expand at a new, greater depth, this results either in the
cancelling of planned exploitation, or in the expropriation of the surface parcel.
In combination with the above, although the agencies responsible for the establishment and
management of underground utilities benefit from their exploitation, surface parcel owners face
restrictions on exercising to the fullest extent their ownership rights with no relative benefit.
On the other hand, constitutional stipulations, both in article 18 and 24, as mentioned in
Section 2.1.1, set the scene for stratification of real property, as they refer to “other necessary
deprivation of free use and enjoyment of real property”, as well as to provisions of “restrictive
measures of private ownership necessary”. Delays in infrastructure projects derive from the lack
of expropriation funds, as well as from the reluctance of (surface) parcel owners to be deprived of
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their property (or objections to compensation values). This can be more easily addressed with
restrictions that apply in 3D space providing for volume expropriation.
4.2. Archaeological Legislation
Archaeological legislation poses restrictions based on horizontal plane. Restrictions applying to
3D space can be traced to regulations regarding underwater antiquities, where protection zones can
be established in their vicinity, forbidding or regulating specific types of activities. Archaeological
regulations applying vertically are implied by relative legislation under the stipulation of “special
regulations” or temporary deprivation of real property. However, these stipulations are not explicitly
defined and described, while even such cases are addressed through land expropriation.
With the establishment of archaeological 3D PLRs on the other hand, registration of “restricted”
volumes due to underlying antiquities would allow for exploitation of land parcel’s parts that are
not lying above archaeological antiquities. This would reduce land expropriation cost and facilitate
interrelation with other 3D PLRs, e.g., the establishment of utility networks.
Given the complexities related to archaeological research, the stratification of real property and
the imposition of specific RRRs on different land volumes may not resolve all types of emerging legal
or technical conflicts on land exploitation. However, it can contribute, particularly in cases where
archaeological findings need to be preserved within infrastructures or urban environment.
4.3. Public Utilities
The establishment of public utilities constitutes a field that is strongly related to 3D Cadastre.
Regardless of their extent, height or depth, utilities are installed in 3D space, affecting nearby structures
in the form of restrictions for installation, repairing, maintenance, protection, and securing of public
health. The 3D space affected by public utilities is also related to other PLRs applying to 3D space,
e.g., drone flights within a region where rights of way have been granted for passage of above
ground powerlines.
The installation of cross-boundary public utilities is in most cases established through utility
servitudes or servitudes of passage [2]. In case of pipelines or powerlines, building and agriculture
restrictions apply to a specific distance from pipeline’s or powerline’s center-line. Such restrictions
apply to building depth and height, cultivation restrictions, as well as the establishment of utility
servitudes to allow access and maintenance of the utility. In such cases, compensation of the surface
parcel owner [6] is provided. However, there is no provision of recording the content of relative
restrictions or their delimitation in 3D space.
Apart from the lack of 3D data on public utilities’ location and volume, their incorporation to
cadastral infrastructure is partial: Servitudes of passage are registered by their projection on surface
parcels, while the servitude’s type is recorded in the descriptive cadastral database. Therefore, the exact
location and extent of servitudes in 3D space, as well as the restrictions imposed on servitudes’ zone,
are not available. Internationally, similar issues on registering public utilities are presented by [12,13,30],
noting that either servitudes on privately owned land require to be recorded, or that only land parcels
encumbered by servitudes are recorded. This results in a lack of information on utilities’ location and
extent, even in the horizontal plane.
Finally, the establishment of passage servitudes for utilities entails that occupied space are also
regulated under Civil Code stipulations on servitudes, which do not provide for use of such space as
collateral. Therefore, 3D space covered by utilities cannot be acquired or further exploited by utility
agencies in a proportionate way to other extensive linear networks, e.g., railways. The operation of 3D
PLRs on utilities, apart from defining the exact location and extent of each network, also contributes
to facilitation of compensation processes due to the establishment of rights of way and even allows
utility operators to acquire ownership of relative land volumes, which can then be used as collateral.
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4.4. Building Regulations
Building regulations, within 3D Cadastre context, define in detail the permitted legal volume of
each construction, according to the geometrical characteristics and the area of the land parcel to which
it pertains. Regulations on the protection of architectural heritage and physical environment are also
stipulated within building regulations.
On the other hand, legal volumes defined through building regulations do not directly correspond
to the “as-built” construction (physical space). Deviation between physical and legal space along
with methods of their interrelation and modeling has been of significant scientific interest [10,31–35].
Given that PLRs mostly extend to multiple land parcels and, in most cases, only present the permitted
or non-permitted 3D space of specific uses or activities within a region, such restrictions can be
presented through the concept of legal space, as they are not directly related or presented through a
physical structure. On the other hand, physical space can prove more useful on larger scale projects,
e.g., land parcel or a building, where the real situation is required to clarify ambiguities and present
the real situation concerning a structure and its constituent parts [35].
Administrative organization and cadastral infrastructure also affect 3D recording and presenting
of building regulations. Depending on each country, building regulations are defined in national,
regional or municipal level, while cadastral systems are, in most cases, centrally maintained and
updated at national level. Consequently, efficient cooperation among different agencies at different
levels of administration may be required.
4.5. Further Research
Investigating integration of PLRs to 3D Cadastre constitutes a challenging research task due to
the complexities deriving both from its extended field of application and from technical issues in 3D
data management.
The establishment and maintenance of a PLR Cadastre, even in 2D, involves significant cost,
which also increases reluctance in introducing 3D systems. However, the benefits of resolving
complexities in land management related to overlapping PLRs and real property rights, as well as
advances in the field of 3D geoinformation, can provide sustainable, cost-effective 3D PLR recordings.
Additionally, it needs to be noted that not all PLRs apply to 3D space or need to be recorded in 3D.
Therefore, research on the fields that would allow the implementation of a sustainable PLR Cadastre
would be required.
Variations between legal and physical space introduce complications in land management.
Legal space efficiently accommodates the needs of PLRs as, in most cases, they neither apply to
land parcel scale nor are implemented through a physical structure. On the other hand, physical
space is the space that is feasibly perceived by professionals and public for their activities. These two
types of spaces need to be compromised and interrelated in order to achieve efficient presentation and
recording of 3D PLRs and, consequently, land management. The semantic enrichment of 3D models
can also be applied to PLRs, allowing for the association of individual legal spaces defined by each
field of public law, as well as their interrelation with overlapping physical space. The exploitation and
integration of BIM and GIS technologies would significantly contribute to this, combining BIM’s rich
semantic information and GIS’s spatial analysis capabilities [11,19].
Technical aspects of 3D PLRs’ modeling, update and maintenance need to be investigated for the
implementation of a 3D PLR Cadastre. Following the establishment of legal framework supporting
stratification of real property, technical specifications defining (a) the type of 3D models that will be
used to create 3D volumes along with their geometrical characteristics so that topological relations can
be established; (b) semantic enrichment of 3D models in order to support the management of complex
3D object cases through queries and interoperability with other systems.
The introduction of 3D PLRs also entails the stratification of real property. Imposing 3D PLRs
without the capability of vertically subdivision and encumbering real property would not have any
effect. Therefore, concepts of real property stratification, both for land exploitation and establishment
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of 3D PLR management, within existing legal framework or through the introduction of 3D cadastral
legislation, need to be investigated.
Finally, PLRs are related to different scientific fields, inter alia water and environment protection,
archaeology or aviation. Consequently, imposed restrictions are based on various components,
depending on each scientific field; therefore, investigation towards quantification of qualitative
components or “translating” of physical attributes to legal restrictions and 3D volumes constitutes a
great challenge for 3D PLR Cadastres, especially in the fields of environmental and water protection.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, the 3D nature of PLRs within a 2D legal framework has been highlighted, along with
the impact of such 2D legal framework on real property management. Thereby, public law imposes
restrictions on real property that apply to the vertical direction concerning archaeological legislation,
regulations on the establishment of infrastructures, and building regulations. Despite their 3D
nature, these regulations cannot be supported by 2D based cadastral systems, since the lack of
legislation supporting real property stratification allows only for the partial implementation of 3D
PLRs. This paper traces the malfunctions of current legal framework that involve (a) imposing
restrictions or expropriating surface parcels in whole, instead of specific 3D spaces (thus leading to
long lasting juridical and administrative procedure) and (b) introducing ambiguities in defining the
3D space that can be exploited by each surface parcel owner. Finally, the benefits of 3D cadastral legal
framework in the field of PLRs are presented. These include the definition of the exact 3D space where
a restriction is imposed (that allows for unobstructed exploitation of the rest of the parcel’s volume),
along with overcoming ambiguities in the management and presentation of complex, overlapping
PLRs and real property rights.
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